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Job description :    Skip/roll on Roll off Hook Driver 

 

What's involved with this role: 
Responsible for undertaking a skilled activity in the operation of skip hook wagons The purpose of this job is to work 
within the Plant Coordination Team within the transport section of GSH waste recycling, the main duties of the post 
involves the operation of a skip hook wagon to deliver and remove skips and equipment for the company . Other 
duties may include: 

Experience of working within a skip delivery environment is essential as will holding the relevant plant operator       
certification and driving entitlements to drive and operate a skip hook wagon (Class 2) as well as holding an up to 
date driver CPC. Holding a digital tacho card and recording and downloading journey and work data in accordance 
with DVLA/DVSA regulations will be a requirement of the role. A working knowledge of Health & Safety at Work  

Qualifications and Essentials required : 

Full Driving Licence, including LGV Class 2                                                                                                                                             
CSCS Card or Equivalent Lorry Loader qualification including in operating a skip hook wagon - desirable                                
Appreciation of Health & Safety Legislation                                                                                                                                        
Appreciation of handling vehicles, plant, equipment & materials 

Abilities                                                                                                                                                                                           
Ability to use mobile data devices and ICT systems                                                                                                                
Ability to communicate at all levels including customers                                                                                                                                            
Ability to plan/organise work and follow plans, processes and procedures                                                                            
Ability to carry out the relevant knowledge/skills to an acceptable level of output and quality.                                         
Your availability to work either immediately, or at short notice.                    

Knowledge of the following areas  -                                                                                                                                           
Liverpool  -  Widnes  -  Warrington  -  St Helens  -  Runcorn  -  Frodsham 

Working week:    Monday   -  Friday  

Shifts:  7am   -  5pm   (overtime may be available during busy times) 
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